
Introducing
Single Box
Dispenser II
For maximum  
SmartDrawer  
storage capacity

128 secure stock locations  
in a single drawer

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS:

  INSERT BOXES    END MILLS    DRILL BITS

  REAMERS    TAPS    ALLEN WRENCHES

  LOCKS    KEYS    AND MANY MORE! toolingintelligence.co.uk
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 Supports new and existing  
 SmartDrawer solutions

 Compatible with Lista model  
 200 drawers

 24/7 secured access

 Internal cartridge dimensions:    
 129.6mm x 60mm x 19mm

About Single Box Dispenser II: Specifications:

Single Box Dispenser II (SBD II) integrates within the
versatile SmartDrawer to offer even more high density
storage from 128 individually locked compartments.

SBD II delivers easy-to-use secure storage of 
high value, mission critical products including 
multiple insert package sizes. Having selected 
their chosen product from the easy-to-use 
touchscreen interface, LED lights direct the user 
to the relevant drawer and unlocked cartridge. 
Combined with Rapid Refill technology, SBD II 
saves time, resources and reduces waste, as no 
repackaging is required.

As part of a SmartDrawer vending system,  
SBD II offers the full range of user and  
administrative capabilities from SupplyPro. 
SmartDrawer requires only a power supply  
and a network connection for full connectivity 
to the cloud based SupplyPort database.  
Monitor the activity, stock levels and alerts at
your device from anywhere, 24 hours a day.

Remote Support: SmartDrawer 
and SBD II’s network connection  
allows remote support from our
dedicated UK vending experts.

Reliable Dispensing:  
SBD II’s electronic release
mechanism is reliable and
simple to service.

toolingintelligence.co.uk

 Electronic technology is  
 easily serviceable

 Optimized for rapid refill

 See-through storage bins

 Pick-to-light technology.

This diagram assumes  
the Box Dispenser is  
in the top drawer  
(normally drawer A).

A-A001-01 = Cabinet

A-A001-01 = Top drawer, 
rows 1 to 8

A-B001-01 = Top drawer, 
rows 9 to 16

A-A001-01 = Column (from 
left to right, columns 1 to 8)

A-A001-01 = Location (from 
front to back, 8 locations 
per column)

Internal cartridge dimensions: 129.6 mm x 60 mm x 19 mm



Contact Us

Cutting-edge products

Access ongoing support

Personalised service

Visit our centre

We have a broad range of products in our portfolio. 
Whether you are looking for a mobile inventory 
management solution for your on-the-go teams  
or a heavy-duty dispensing unit with complete  
visibility, you’ll find something to suit your  
requirements with us.

Browse our website to learn more about our 
products or contact our experienced team for 
more information.

We know that the journey doesn’t end once  
the installation is complete. We pride ourselves  
on our level of service, making sure you receive  
the support you need throughout the process.  
Whether you want to expand your existing  
inventory management solution or need  
technical help, our service team are always  
on hand to assist you.

We are an independent business, which means we 
always provide a high-quality, personalised service  
to our clients.

From the very start of your project, we work closely 
with you to find the right inventory management 
solution for your application. Our products are  
customisable too, which means we can help you  
design and create the ideal technology that meets 
your exact requirements.

We understand that the best way to appreciate  
our products is to see them in action. That’s  
why we invite our customers to our specialist  
Demonstration Centre to see the full potential  
of the solution in person.

Here, you can browse the full SupplyPro product 
range, as well as our service and support tools.  
You will have the opportunity to meet our  
knowledgeable team too.

Tooling Intelligence provides innovative inventory management solutions  
to organisations and industries across the United Kingdom and Europe.

We are experienced in providing state-of-the-art inventory management technology to  
our customers. We were founded in 2006 by a team of engineering experts and business 
specialists, who had the vision to combine cutting-edge solutions with premium customer 
service. We work with partners across numerous sectors, including aerospace, medical,  
precision engineering, oil and gas and many more.

01926 484511 information@toolingintelligence.co.uktoolingintelligence.co.uk


